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Played any other gambling activity

n=20,017

Bet on fantasy sports

Bet on novelty events

Used the internet to play casino games or poker for money

Played card games privately for money

Played bingo

Played table games at a casino

Bet on a sporting event

Played keno

Bet on horse, harness or greyhound races

Played gaming machines or 'pokies'

Bought a major lottery ticket

Bought instant scratch tickets, lotto or any other lottery game 48%
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The 2018 SA gambling 
prevalence survey sought 
to describe the gambling 
patterns of SA adults based 
on 20,017 telephone 
interviews conducted with 
SA residents.

Based on the results of this survey, this fact 
sheet briefly describes the prevalence of 
gambling overall in SA and the prevalence of 
the most common gambling activities. 

All data has been weighted to ensure it is 
representative of the total SA population.

GAMBLING IN SA

COMPARED TO

69%
70%

 IN 2012
IN 2005

For more information and resources visit
www.problemgambling.sa.gov.au

Funded through
the Gamblers 
Rehabilitation Fund www.gamblinghelponline.org.au



VENUE GAMBLING IN SA

15% of venue gamblers had 
withdrawn cash through an ATM after they 
had started gambling at a venue

8% of venue gamblers had withdrawn 
cash through EFTPOS via a sta� member 
after they had started gambling

The median amount withdrawn via 
ATM and EFTPOS in a single 
gambling session

Non-problem/low-risk gamblers — $50

Moderate-risk gamblers  — $100

Problem gamblers — $200

had gambled at a 
club or hotel/pub

12% of SA residents who had gambled at a venue had a loyalty card at the 
venue they visited the most frequently. This increased to 25% among 

moderate-risk gamblers and 41% among problem gamblers.

had gambled at 
a casino

had gambled at a 
standalone TAB

AMONG LAST YEAR GAMBLERS:

69% 28% 13%

12%
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41%

All past year venue 
gamblers (n=5189)

Non-problem 
gambler (n=4739)

Low-risk gambler (n=753)

Moderate-risk 
gambler (n=369)

Problem gambler 
(n=121)
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Proportion who had a loyalty card
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